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Background & Process
Hosted and sponsored by the West Bend Community Foundation and the Greater Milwaukee
Foundation, On the Table: Washington County is an opportunity for participants to come together for
conversation surrounding important issues facing our communities. The 2021 event occurred on
Thursday October 7th from 8:00am‐9:30am at the Prairie Center at West Bend Mutual Insurance.
Approximately 80 community members gathered to discuss how to move forward with four issues
affecting the Washington County community. When registering for the event, attendees were asked to
select a topic they would like to discuss. Topics included:
 Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (5 table conversations)
 Mental Health (4 table conversations)
 Trauma Informed Communities (3 table conversations)
 Food Security (2 table conversations)
The event started with a brief overview of each of the four issues.
 Andy Dresang from Froedtert and the Medical College presented on Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion.
 Kristin Brandner from the United Way of Washington County presented on Mental Health.
 Julie Driscoll from the Washington County Human Services Department presented on Trauma
Informed Communities.
 Hailey Nenonen from Advocate Aurora presented on Food Security.
The United Way of Washington County’s Emerging Leaders facilitated table conversations and note‐
takers were solicited prior to the event. Each table discussed the following questions:
 What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already knew?
 What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 What systems and structures need to change in order for us to effectively address this issue?
 What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward with?
Table discussion notes are located in Appendix A.

Table Topic Priorities & Votes
After the table conversations, a representative from each table shared with all participants the priority
their table identified that the community needs to move forward with to address the topic discussed.
Each priority was recorded on easel paper and then each participant was provided a sticky dot to vote
for his or her highest priority. Of the 68 votes cast, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion received the most
votes. Trauma Informed Communities received the next highest total.
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (theme received 27 total votes)
 Table I: DEI Task Force – 2 (3%)
 Table 2: Creating an Inclusive Community, Connecting Resources – 0 (0%)
 Table 3: Minority Led Discussions with Community Leaders – 12 (18%)
 Table 4: (participants joined Table 2)
 Table 5: Safe Zone Training – 9 (13%)
 Table 6: Community Diversity Council – 4 (6%)
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Food Security (theme received 2 total votes)
 Table 7: Multi‐Organization Referrals & Consistent Messaging in Food Security – 0 (0%)
 Table 8: Resource Identification Coalition – 2 (3%)
Mental Health (theme received 17 total votes)
 Table 9: Increased Mental Health Service Accessibility & Training – 8 (12%)
 Table 10: Increased Mental Health Services & Communication of What is Available – 4 (6%)
 Table 11: Use Technology & Utilize Navigators in Mental Health – 5 (7%)
 Table 12: Strong Mental Health Coalition & Task Force – 0 (0%)
o Focused on breaking the stigma & random acts of kindness
Trauma Informed Communities (theme received 22 total votes)
 Table 13: Creating Trusted Trauma Informed Organizations – 10 (15%)
o That are educated and know of available resources
 Table 14: Trauma Informed Training in Businesses – 3 (4%)
 Table 15: Trauma Social Media Campaign to Youth and Adults – 9 (13%)
o Building peer org relations

Evaluation Summary
At the conclusion of the event, 70 participants completed an evaluation (Appendix B). Evaluations
indicate that:
 98% agreed that the four topics identified for the event are important for our community to discuss.
 96% agreed that the four presentations provided an overview of each of the topics discussed.
 94% agreed that their table conversation identified new ideas that can be put into action regarding
the issue discussed.
 89% agreed that their table conversation identified the greatest priority on this topic that the
community needs to move forward with.
 96% rated the overall event as good or excellent.
Survey participants provided additional feedback through open‐ended questions. From these
comments, general themes emerged:
 Overall, people “love” the event, enjoy the networking, and want the event to continue.
 Additional information prior to the event would help participants prepare for the conversations. This
includes providing background information on each topic and the discussion questions.
 Topics were broad, which made identifying a priority response challenging.
 Table discussions were engaging, although more time to respond to the questions was needed.
 Collaboration is needed to address each topic.
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Appendix A: Table Conversation Notes
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Table 1: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Facilitator:
Ashley Reynolds
Note Taker:
Amy Maurer
Participants: Chuck O’Meara, Peter Ziegler, Bonnie Baerwald, Corie Dejno, Anneke Mohr
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Hispanic is the largest
 To think about how we diversify our workforce
 Don’t focus on persons of color
 To streamline pace just race
 Do we need to do more education on diversity?
 Do you offer services/products for those that don’t look like you?
 Defining what your organization is trying
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Pulling together diversity officers from local business’/organizations
 Community dialogue – 1st step
 Education campaign – how we should behave as people in general
 Funding of diverse Chambers of Commerce
 Sharing of the ALICE report
Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Business’ need to look outside of the norm for services to be offered to minorities
 How Chambers of Commerce attract people & businesses to our community.
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Round Table / Task Force
 Pulling diversity offices/representatives of local businesses/organizations together to:
o Learn best practices
o Education campaign
o Percentage of committee has to be diverse members of our community & have a voice
o How does it benefit you has to be a message‐ Overcoming the mentality of “it’s not my
problem”
 County as the Lead – identify sub groups
 Start with listening sessions
 Foundation Dollars:
o Host events – ex: Listening sessions
o Funds would go to the convener – community or chamber
o Speakers
o Refreshments
o Work sessions
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o Data/outcomes (to be identified by the committee)
o DEI Conference
Churches
Businesses
Education
Non‐profits
HR Managers SHRM
Health Systems

Table 2: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Facilitator:
Christy Burg
Note Taker:
Kelsey Holewinski & Melissa Kescenovitz
Participants: Ashley Risse, Noelle Braun, Paul Roback, Claire Rolfs
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 One size does not fit all
 Same people having same conversations
 People making decisions who aren’t affected by the decisions they are making
 Make sure those people who are being affected are at the table
 Daily life experiences– things people say (at school, interactions with the public)
 Micro‐aggressions
 Pulled over more often (can’t get driver’s license, legality, paperwork, every day is a risk)
o Few taxi options & Uber
 Diversifying Boards– diversity in thought vs. specific requirements
 Make our community more diverse to attract diversity
 Kids being in school/day care earlier– learn early inclusion
 Parents being educated and open
 Open house– Casa Guadalupe rep going with the families
 Latino business owners meeting‐ county invited
 Bridge the divide– organize Ozaukee session on put yourself in someone’s shoes
 Germantown Community Coalition?
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Welcoming Community
 Connect more liked minded organizations and people via workshops‐ Implicit bias trainings, How
to become more inclusive…
Table 3: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Facilitator:
Kayla Schuppel
Note Taker:
Jamie Ludovic
Participants: Maria Gutierrez‐Gurrola, Gabriella Regall, Jim Curler, Jay Fisher
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 #’s and percentages
 Age diversity
 Friends never done Hispanic until recently
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Gap
Partnerships

Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Data GIS has for dashboards by community
 Cultural life– amazing students
 Board diversity– opportunity to serve on diverse boards
 Vocal minority‐ Hispanic student unions, Black student unions
 Farmers – children of Latinos
 Understanding differences in the culture‐ Poverty
 Educating everybody and anybody who will let you in
 Not communicating in effective ways ‐ lack of communication
 Schools don’t have teachers – referrals
 211 – 24 hour crisis line service
 Schools – multiple hats‐ Translating for families
 Networking/overworking
 Liaison – to help with minority population
 Hotline/Language line‐ Improve Froedtert hotline & address service cost, Kids & families in front
of people need a language line
 On sight
o Recruit – program – community health navigator role
o Casa programming – can’t recruit talent
o Peer mentoring – students coming back
o Educating
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Hispanic:
o What it entails – real experiences
o Hispanic led – challenges conversation
o Leaders – so few
o Community leadership groups
o Voices to be heard
o Not fluent in English – no resources in Wash Co.
o Minority led – challenges spotlight conversations with community leaders
Table 4: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (joined Table 2 conversation)
Table5: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Facilitator:
Joe Pichler
Note Taker:
Jaymee Harvey Willms
Participants: Ashly Steger, Gene Knuth, Joy Neilson‐Loomis
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Has groups put together of often marginalized groups
 Learning about population changes ‐ 5% Hispanic population & Growing Black community
 The group assembled is not visually diverse. Presenting diversity of thought
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The population changes in WB & HF can connect to: Food insecurities & Mental health concerns
Boards are required to demonstrate diversity‐ What is the comfort level of demonstrating race?

Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 What is the issue?‐ Lack of diversity? Lack of awareness & inclusion? ** Sometimes a lack of
acceptance for gender & color
 LGBTQA
o Ask companies to identify minority leaders & create groups
o Shared DEI resources & trainings‐ Trevor Project (Safe Zone certified)
 Find resources and a Champion **
 Use the word Task Force **
Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Who clears the path?
 Lack of acceptance in tight knit systems & structures
 Each organization needs to identify its own goals
 Economic leveling to allow for diversity‐ County‐wide culture change
 Ask leaders to include diverse leadership groups‐ $ behind thought leadership (Wash Co hero) as
thought campaign
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Ask teams to make safe zone (Trevor Project) training a requirement
 Fair Park safe zone training
 Find resources‐ commit to becoming a champion (several champions to lead)
Table 6: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Facilitator:
Sheldon Brennemann
Note Taker:
Sarah Spaulding
Participants: Andy Dresang, Scott Stier, Stephanie Plaster, Sue Knuth, Melanie Gonring
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 “Reinforcing” – narrow view of world in small town/school. “Social change club” started in
Kewaskum.
 5 Business resource groups @ Froedtert = Latino, LG, Women
 Decision makers to be part of the change
o Have more diversity on boards – but unsure how to get there
 Volunteers are privileged but how do you reach those not privileged?
 Farmers – how do we build relationships & increase agriculture in WB?
 Awareness is key about resources available across the state
 More training needed
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Create a continuum
 Keep the conversation going
 Survey patients at Albrecht Clinic
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Campaign with signs across the county about awareness
Have conversations with those that experience inequality‐ Get feedback and hear them
Start young with the kids
Create a “Community Diversity Council”

Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Break down the norm
 Put out the message but in the right way – get feedback on how the message was received
 Employers do more than just a statement in their policy
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Awareness
 Interconnected Diversity Organizations
 Diversity Council – We are Stronger together, celebrate our differences

Food Security
Table 7: Food Security
Facilitator:
Hailey Nenonen
Note Taker:
Matt McCann
Participants: Jessica Wildes, Carrie Ceman, Danielle Breen, Andrew Sarnow
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 School District – problem is identifying people in need. This year all students receive
free/reduced lunch. He sees that sticking moving forward.
 Barrier: less people filling out forms because of free lunch – less funding
 Positive of program: It allows people/kids to get lunch
 Health Care – worried about lack of funding trickling into health care. Hospitals are
overwhelmed and can’t handle. Lack of funding.
 City – How can the city help with this?
 How can the UMCA be a part of the solution? How can we share resources between
organizations?
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Civic Response Team – collaboration between different places in community
 Need to educate parents and staff about the importance of filling out necessary forms for the
lunch program.
 Funding from lunch programs is for the entire school and all kids not just qualified students.
 Healthcare – education is the biggest thing. Getting in front of physicians.
 Looking at hiring a nurse staff to work at a food pantry once a month to help start education.
 Impact 211 – all organizations working together?
 Having food pantry involved?
 Can they start to refer people?
 Do Good Bus – how can we include them?
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Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Educating and sharing of information between organizations
 Consistent talking points
 Getting more specific when meeting with other agencies
 How do people get information?‐ Consistent messages between organizations and getting
messages out in various ways
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Multi‐organizational collaboration
 Getting people to acknowledge that this is a real problem
Parking Lot Issues:
 Transportation

Table 8: Food Security
Facilitator:
Ramiro Paz
Note Taker:
Karen Feucht
Participants: Kelly Tolson, Rachel Wesenberg, Prudy Pick‐Hway
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Not surprised about adults with food insecurity
 Background
 Issue on where to go for resources
 WIC, Food Share, ADRC, 2nd Harvest – Feeding America available, FoodWIse
 USDA definition: access by all people to enough food for an active & healthy lifestyle. Adults
with food disease higher risk of behavior problems in children.
 Surprised with hearing 10% of adults & 14% under 18
 Agree on increase in number and should bring to Healthcare facilities
 Be mindful of silos and take action on
 Silos, collaborating & info sharing
 Aware of areas, food security bigger issue, in WB bigger area
 Everything plays a factor – food security, behavioral impact on other areas of life.
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Development of a tool (website) where resources are (maybe also an app?)
 Steering committee to oversee direction of resources vs. having people/orgs in various
directions. Meet quarterly and maybe have a specialty area they work on? Create connectivity
and form relationships of all who partner.
 Re‐awaken Well Wash Co Coalition – of health departments– “Eat Well, Be Well, etc.”. Stopped
during COVID. Coalition of Health Departments – data from Aurora & Froedtert.
 Coalition – Stronger to seek resources from grocery store chains. Could have ideas on what area
business, local grocers or farms can do with produce and other items to use.‐ Kwik Trip, Kroger
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Churches – pooling together and have resources through church for easier approaches from
member or clients. How can churches be on the same page and come together to help those in
need?
FoodWIse – in transition. Developing website to promote Wash Co. resources (re‐awakening)

Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Org or Website
 Stigma – issue no need, so people don’t feel bad about accessing. West Bend has a stigma of
lacking in understanding – remove stigma, promote acceptance & provide knowledge.
 Healthcare Field – patient education (parents & kids)
o Talking through resources with patients
o Maybe a toolkit to assist with this
 Educating community that there is a problem to help remove stigma. Start at lowest and go over
all levels
 Acceptance
 Language access – this may deter folks from using resources
 United Way has campaign drives – food drive & hygiene drive
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Coalition to resource identification – central & communicating resources to population.
o Churches, schools, healthcare, health dept.
o Stigma free places, remove food security at young ages. Timeline coalition create
timeline (age continuum, i.e.: birth to 3) & identify at risk. Add adult available resources,
including seniors. Creative ways to identify those “at risk” – elderly, low income, college
students, veterans, migrants, etc. Have a different strategy for each at risk population.
o Age periods with different tactics/strategies
 Schools – different for young adults to know they need help & identifying those at risk
 Education & Acceptance
 Data – age continuum, add strategies/tactics
Parking Lot Issues:
 Info silos
 Own background
 Newer to area and unaware of resources
o Resources have to be catalogued for ease of finding
o Resources available are they all talking to each other and working together and not
against one another?
 Central locations, who to call?
o Suggesting a website available to house all resources in one place (broad categories)
o WIC, ADRC, Food Share of Wash Co, FoodWIse
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Mental Health
Table 9: Mental Health
Facilitator:
Bridgette David
Note Taker:
Sandy Weiland
Participants:
Deb Cahoon, Cynthia (Cindy) Zimmer, Carrie Kasubaski, Clare Robbe
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Mental Health – social media – pressure & expectations
 The perfect situation
 Amount of time spent on social media
 Try to keep phones out of programs – need instant gratification
 Enjoy taking a break from phone
 Employees working from home – isolation, fear of coming back to work – creates anxiety
 Seniors who are isolated at home
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Expand current programming
 Budget to support
 Keep having conversations
 High School students working with senior citizens
Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Stigma of mental health
 Access to care
 Lack of providers
 Availability in the schools
 More training for teachers in classroom
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Schools & Accessibility‐ Starting Young
 Support Groups – expand on existing groups, Example– “It’s a Girl Thing”
 Making people feel like they’re not alone
 Teaching/Education for teachers, coaches to help them to respond to issues‐ Toolbox to access
for them
 Keep cost low
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Table 10: Mental Health
Facilitator:
Pamela Johnston
Note Taker:
Janean Brudvig
Participants: Gregg Higgins, James Danaher
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Wash/Oz health dept.‐ Mental health coalition started again
 Healthcare – always has needs to partner. Mental health is a challenge, even for people the
hospital
 Big problem: access
 Even insured families struggle
 The statistics were surprising – but good people are reaching out
 Not surprised about access & not surprised about the amount of issues. Care is expensive & no
follow‐up care.
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 We need more wrap around care – this is missing
 We need 1st response resources – keep kids at home
 More resources at school – to catch the problems BEFORE it happens (arrest, suspension, etc.)
o Identifying by having “infrastructure” in place so that awareness is increased & easy to
access
 More prevention & less reaction – catch problems upstream
 Wash/Oz mental health coalition is starting again
 Trying a less punitive approach – making and “umbrella” or resources available
o More resources for younger ages
o We have the data available & know things at a younger age
 We need to involve the greater community to increase understanding of mental health
 Wash/Oz health dept. has all the data we need – we need organizations to implement it. They
are also hosting discussions on the health plan for the community & identifying priorities.
 Programs for kids at the middle school level
Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 We need more collaboration & increasing understanding for families/community of where to
call when help is needed
 More work with parents to educate them & empower them.
 We need wraparound services
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Mental health community stakeholders need to coalesce to identify and implement available
wraparound services or gaps that exist that can be shared with the greater community.
o Ex: schools, healthcare, nonprofits, religious community, etc.
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Table 11: Mental Health
Facilitator:
Meghann Kennedy
Note Taker:
Kristin Brandner
Participants: Michael Bloedorn, Tom Hostad, Jay Shambeau, Kelly Shafaie
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Surprise that Life of Hope closed
 Not enough services – our company doesn’t have a focus on but does for other issues.
 Police officers and school teachers – using them to focus too much on mental health.
 The amount of mental health issues in the school at such a young age. Looked at it as an adult
issue but so much on kids.
 Traumatic stress due to COVID – long term impact
 140k kids affected due to caregiver dying from COVID
 Trauma informed & food insecurity – root of and impact of this topic on mental health
 Lack of diversity of counselors
 Social media has a huge impact!
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Appreciate UW’s focus on filling gap with two new programs. State insurance accepting &
helping to reduce wait list.
 Reduce stigma
 Rural communities – how do you get help due to stigma & transportation? Zoom calls to
connect
 LGBTQ – fear to talk and do we have experts to help them?
 Use technology to better connect
 Continue to train police officers as they are on front lines. Crisis information training.
Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 So many barriers – how to get through to know how to get service (navigator).
 Company onsite counselors
 More stigma programs
 Need program focusing on suicide
 Learn best practices from other communities
 Focus on recruiting counselors or volunteer layer that is peer to peer (workforce development)
 More collaboration on problem solving (tables talking but should be all together).
 Funding – and sustained streams by prioritize/reprioritized and keep finding
 Jail – how do we get them help/2nd chance to get out and be productive community members
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Accessibility – using technology to get help (time of day – 2nd and 3rd shifts). Use of navigator to
help
 Increase accessibility by using technology and navigators to help
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Table 12: Mental Health
Facilitator:
Amanda Novotny
Note Taker:
Mary Simon
Participants: Peter Rettler, Paula Hader, Ruth Henkle
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Nothing really surprising. The need is great.
 United Way is funding new programs
 Seniors have a growing need
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Can we build on some of the work that groups like Live Well or Cultivate already do?
 One coalition focused on mental health
 Are they properly staffed? – High school? MP down to only one counselor
 Funding
 Autism & mental health
 Think Well – lead by County – ended in pandemic
o What are the groups we already have? Elevate
o Right people at the table to address the issue
o Lend to lean on non‐profits
o Collaboration to make one strong group
Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Is health dept. best leader for the coalition? If not, who should lead– community owned group?
County?
o Simplify & prioritize
o Organize a community event to have the community reach out to each other
 Stigma – community need to overcome, how do we go about this?
o Awareness campaign
o Resources available
o Educate there are many aspects of mental health
o Non‐medication ways to handle mental health (face‐to‐face interactions?)
o Shortage of counselors
 Heroin task force
o Have the same structure?
o Should it be NAMI?
o Who should run it?
 Exposure – raise awareness!
 Reach outs – have people reach out to others
o Help build service of community
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Support our friends and family‐ How do we reach out to individuals beyond our friends and
family?
 We are good at responding and being reactive – but we are not good at be proactive
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We need greater community support‐ People to talk to – health professionals & counselors
Need more emotional intelligence to identify those who need support
Exposure! Talk about! Education!
Help those without health insurance
Community wide:
o Random acts of kindness you can do for those suffering with mental health
o One strong coalition or task force to take on the acts of kindness
o Make awareness – challenge/reach out

Trauma Informed Communities
Table 13: Trauma Informed Communities
Facilitator:
Tarra Gundrum
Note Taker:
Michael Hoffman
Participants: Carol Bralich, Josh Schoemann, Will Janisch, Isaiah Richie
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Connecting early trauma with issue later. Realizing the connection. Its long‐term effects and
long term support.
 Informed = Awareness. It’s important to be informing the community – it’s our reality
 Realization that the issues are here. This is not a “Milwaukee” or “inner‐city” problem, it’s here.
 Realization that it is passed on – how do we break the cycle? The effects carry on x2
generations.
 Teachers, social workers, police officers are on the front lines but not always prepared for what
they encounter.‐ How do you create social networks (love your neighbor concept – trusted
networks)
 Better to address trauma early on (families, neighbors, community)
 Great the drug court is here
 Violence – record high/constantly on the news
 School systems – where are the schools at with this topic? What are the kids learning about the
topic & other providers?
 Parenting tools – various levels
 Drug treatment court – trauma informed care
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 FTP – Family Training Program – civic organization
 Safe families – support available before CPS is involved. Community/faith based organization.
 By the time it hits CPS/Police, it is often too late. Year of bad has been going on.
 Inform the community & sharing of positive stories
o DTC example… what’s already in place, what’s new or happening
 Community buy in
o Family training program
o Safe families – pre‐foster care support to help families
 What community organizations are doing?
o Remodeling of the social services office to make it more inviting?
 Juvenile Delinquents
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o Do we have a program to help them?
o Where is the behavior stemming from?
o How do we get the kids to survive post trauma?
o How do we identify the need & share the resource point of issue, how do we connect?
o By the time the government receives the issue, it’s too late** non‐government program
Creating Safe Spaces
o Guidance counselors
o Teacher support
o Supportive structures
o Frontline Holder

Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Most don’t know these issues exist
 Those involved/experiencing it – that’s their normal
 50% of the community leaves for the day and comes home to sleep here. They are likely not
aware of the community just because of that.
 Birth to 3 Program at the Threshold
o Monthly visits… how do we support the frontline and keep the workers fresh?
o Trainings
 Communication – the vast majority of people do not know that this exists!
o Safe network – churches, civic groups, non‐government
o Engage these communities
o Help these communities define their roles
Question #4: What is the greatest priority on this topic that the community needs to move forward
with?
 Communicate
 Inform
 Create awareness
 Understand
 Identify support in community and make sure it’s available
 What is being done or has been done at local levels when it comes to TIC
 Connecting people to resources through trusted relationships/networks
 Greatest priority is the sharing of information, connecting people to resources through TRUSTED
networks.
o Individual by individual
o Churches, Civic organization‐ Define roles/responsibilities and teach these groups what’s
available
o There are so many things that can happen to support an individual or family at this level
o Kids‐ Boys and Girls Club, Church youth groups, 4‐H, Girl/Boy Scouts, and YMCA
Parking Lot Issues:
 Public examples of those breaking the cycle
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Table 14: Trauma Informed Communities
Facilitator:
Jackie Zimmermann
Note Taker:
Ann Johnson
Participants: Karen Bialas, Julie Driscoll, Tonnie Schmidt
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 % of those affected – so high!
 How people don’t realize it affects everyone, doesn’t allow for partnerships
 Social isolation at home is a big factor, need to be recognized, virtual learning doesn’t offer
opportunities for education, isolates those more
 Importance of ACE, realizing everyone has had some sort of trauma
 Trauma should be a free pass
 “Counter Aces’s” and how they provide support and how to build off those
 Need to recognize triggers from others that can affect individual dealing with trauma
 Recognize too late once they reach acute/hospital but still need to offer support. CREATE
Network!
 Lack of resources, people unaware of what is available to them.
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Education!‐ CIT – Crisis Intervention Training
 Partner with law enforcement, frontlines to identify what can trigger people they interact with
to help the situation.
 Understand this may not be a part of day‐to‐day, but education can promote the need for more
people to understand how trauma affects a person.
 “Saint A” programming – fund opportunity to train more in our community to deliver more
widely – not just health care; businesses
 Funding for ongoing training once trained to deliver measurables
 Think outside of normal partners; educate employers/businesses to consider learning more
about to help employees, break the cycle somehow
 Basic community understanding needed
 Create blueprint for businesses to develop to help their staff.
Table 15: Trauma Informed Communities
Facilitator:
Lance Roell
Note Taker:
Kaivahn Sarakaratpour
Participants: Erin Felber, Ralph Schlass, Ashley Claussen
Question #1: What did you learn about this topic that surprised you or reinforced what you already
knew?
 Ace scores when looking at youth
 Conflict resolution skills not there
 Having outlets to deal with trauma or escape it
 Cycle through the same behavior again and again
Question #2: What new ideas can we put into action to address this issue?
 Never ask the why. Finding root cause of a problem. Informing & breaking cycle, educating
families, ask what is going on & how to cope, safe space, restorative peace.
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Community resources‐ Casa Guadalupe and Family Center
Not criminalize behavior
Building relationships, holding ourselves accountable, showing you care (between kids, parents,
etc.)
SCL
Safe place, community education & representation
Screen & develop plan to address the WHY
Social media is a big component to educate
Educate parents as well as children
Phone training for everyone
Teachers are important in that relationship

Question #3: What systems and structures need to change in order for us to more effectively address
this issue?
 Self‐care is lacking & stress management – wellness is also
 Building relationships through activities‐ Mingle with other students & staff. Campaign around
how we can build those relationships with steps to achieve this.
 Create roles that support those that need trauma counseling
 Connections between organizations
 Community philosophy on trauma

Appendix B: Evaluations
70 Responses
1. The four topics identified for today’s
Strongly
Neutral
Strongly
Avg.
event are important for our community to
Disagree
Agree
discuss.
1 (1%)
0
1 (1%)
10 (14%) 58 (84%)
4.8
Comments:
 I would suggest limiting it to 3 topics.
 There is a great deal of connection between all 4.
 Varied in quality of information. A written outline would help, required background, etc.
 Excellent overview of the community topics. It greatly helped with our conversation.
 Share who is implementing solutions to issues – example: food delivery to those unable to leave
their home.
Strongly
Neutral
Strongly
2. The four presentations provided an
Avg.
Disagree
Agree
overview of each of the topics discussed
0
0 3 (4%)
24 (34%) 43 (62%)
4.6
today.
Comments:
 It would be helpful to have some resources of info at the table with relevant statistics about the
issue.
 Well presented
 Some had more applicable content than others
 Good basic explanation of topic areas
 #1 & #2 related based on info given & therefore relevance proven & supported.
 Would have liked to see info in advance and maybe would have spurred individual research or ideas.
 We should have had the report ahead of time or at least to read & reference.
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Too quick!
Discussed the stats but could have addressed more what the issues that need to be solved.

3. The table conversation identified
Strongly
Neutral
Strongly
Avg.
new ideas that can be put into action
Disagree
Agree
regarding the issue discussed.
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
3 (4%)
19 (27%) 46 (67%)
4.8
Comments:
 Our conversation was engaging & positive – collaboration and communication are key to addressing
food insecurity.
 Not sure action can happen so quickly after short dialogue.
 Lively interaction
 The ideas developed were pretty much coalition, seeking how do we create or does government
entity rollout coalition.
 Lots of ideas to consider – we have to start somewhere – with all topics.
 Big topic
 Great collaboration spent on questions
 It was not enough time to really get solid ideas.
 We had a really good discussion & I wish we had more time.
4. The table conversation identified
Strongly
Neutral
Strongly
Avg.
the greatest priority on this topic that
Disagree
Agree
the community needs to move
1 (1%)
2 (3%)
5 (7%)
19 (27%) 43 (62%)
4.4
forward with.
Comments:
 Yes, though our conversation is ongoing and should continue to dive deeper, add others to, etc.
 Where I strongly believe that I do… I don’t think we get very far as this is a big topic. I acknowledge
this is to be considered a kickoff, but/and I look forward to continuing progress if possible.
 It was tough to narrow focus to one achievable target.
 Not easy, but we did solidify direction.
 I think it would be difficult for existing NFP’s to do so.
 Tough to narrow to one!
 Focus on what’s already available – how do we inform?
 Trusting Networks!
 Too broad of a topic, hard to nail down action items
 It might have been helpful to emphasize this more – we focused on the 1st idea vs. thinking about
impact & priority.
 Topic was/is way too complicated to narrow it down in a 45 minute conversation.
 We needed more time as this topic is so long.
 I think we really addressed the issues at hand
5. Please rate the event overall.
Poor
Neutral
Excellent Avg.
Comments:
0
0 2 (3%)
19 (27%) 48 (69%)
4.7
 Thanks for offering this event again!
 Very good discussion.
 That will depend on the next step – influence & empowerment
 Maybe make the event a little longer for more background & knowledge of topics to be shared.
 I love this event & it is so needed.
 I love this event, it was great discussion again this year.
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Please continue!
Effectively brought representative group together to identify issues & brainstorm solutions.
Have a gender & diversity table
Very appropriate topics!
Need to happen more often not just one time a year.

6. Additional Remarks:
 Thank you for bringing us all to the table to discuss these important issues.
 Hope to see the work/notes continues even if a grant request doesn’t come from it. The work
needs to continue even as a “barrier” is identified (food security table).
 The topics from the two years ago seem to have pretty awesome and relevant. Just as this year’s
topics were…but they kind of came and went with little impact. Is there a way to spend 30
minutes next year, look back to this year’s topics, and revitalize a bit? I personally would give it
another 30 minutes (2 hours total) for that opportunity. Just a thought. Thank you!
 None of these topics can be done in a silo. They are interrelated.
 Conversation is the 1st step.
 Mental health & trauma informed care seemed similar.
 Big solutions are developed through collaboration not a focus on individual programs &
solutions.
 Another excellent discussion and analysis of community needs & possible solutions – keep
breaking down the silos.
 Report over to attendees next step & outcome as thank you for their time
 Well done, thanks for organizing!
 Great event!
 Thank you for the important event!
 Appreciated overview of each topic prior to table discussions. Looking forward to reading the
summary from all tables and prompts to move forward.
 Terrific event, discussion was robust and informative. Very well run event!
 It would be nice if each person at the table got a list of the questions to discuss so we know
where the conversation is going.
 Great opportunity & would love to see continued connection.
 I wish the topics weren’t as broad but narrowed down on topic. Could we be presented with
ONE hard question to unpack, discuss and problem solve?
 Great event! Always good discussions – glad its back!
 Excellent forum for conversation and action planning. Well done.
 Thank you – Hoping all ideas can win the grant $$,
 Would like to see more People of Color (POC).
 Really well done!
 I think this event was really well done. I think it is important to have community conversations!
 Really interesting & great networking opportunities.
 Our facilitator did a great job!
 The format of the event was excellent. I felt it was relevant and productive. Our group at the
table was perfect! Kudos to whoever selected the topics and the tables.
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